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TO:
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UBS Securities LLC, Respondent
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Pursuant to FINRA Rule 9216 of FINRA's Code of Procedure, the Respondent submits this
Letter of Acceptance, Waiver and Consent (CCAWCj for the purpose of proposing a senlement of
the alleged rule violations described below. This Awe is submitted on the condition thalt if
accePted, .FINRA will not bring any future actions against the Respondent alleging violations .
based on the same factual fmdings described herein.

I.
ACCEPTANCE AND CONSENT

A.

The Respondent hereby accepts and consents, without admitting or denying the
findings, and solely for the purposes of this proceeding and any other proceeding
brought by or on behalf of FINRA. or to which FlNRA is a party. prior to a
hearing and without an adjudication of any issue of law or fact. to the entry of the
following fmdings by FINRA:
BACKGROUND

UBS Securities LLC ("UBS" or the "Finn"). member NYSE and FlNRA, is a
registered broker-dealer with its principal office in Stamford, Connecticut an~
serves as the inves1m.ent banking and securities arm of UBS AG ill the United
States. UBS provides investment banking, research, and sales and trading
services, primarily to cOlpOrate and institutional clients.
OVERVIEW

On July 28, 2004, the Securities and Excbange Commission (the "SEC") adopted
17 CFR Part 242 ("Reg SHO") under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
("Exchange Act"), effective September 7, 2004, with a compliance date of
Jan,uary 3, 2005. Reg SHO was, among other things, established to address
potentially abusive naked shan selling and other problems associated with failures
to deliver while protecting and enhancing the operation, integrity and stability of
the markets. As such, Reg SHO: (0 established a uniform "locate" requirement to
reduce the number of potential failures to deliver; (ii) created unifonn order

marking requirements for sales of equity securities; and (iii) limited the time in
which a broker-dealer can pennit a failure to deliver to persist for securities on the
various self-regulatory organization ("SROj threshold security lists ("threshold
securities''). I
As set forth below, the Finn failed to comply with certain requirements c;»f Reg
SHO, FlNRA Rules t NASD Rules and federal securities laws during the period
covering, in whole or in part, January 3, 2005 through March 2010, with seVeral
violations continuing through December 31,2010 (the "Relevant Period"). The
Finn's violations existed for various periods of time throughout the Relevant
Period and are summarized below.
UBS's Reg SHO supervisory and compliance system regarding locates and order
marking of short sale orders was significantly flawed and resulted in a systemic
supervisory failure that contributed to serious Reg SHO failures across the Firm's
equities trading business. The Finn assigned supervisory reSponsibility for Reg
SUO compliance to individual trading desks without providing them with
sufficient policies. procedures, or supervisory tools. Further, the Finn failed to
establish a reasonable system of oversight to monitor that the trading desks were,
in fact, performing their designated supervisory duties. As a result, the Finn's
locate and order marking practices on individual trading desks were not
reasonably subjected to supervisory review to achieve compliance with Reg SHOo
In addition, the Finn failed to detect or prevent the significant Reg SHO-related
violations described in this Awe.
In particular, UBS's supervisory and compliance monitoring flaws included a
failure to: (1) establish and maintain a supervisory structure that was sufficient to
adequately supervise its compliance with Reg SHO, especially in light of the
complexity of its equities trading activities; (2) establish, maintain and enforce
written supervisory procedures for each of its trading desks that were reasonably
designed to achieve compliance with Reg SHO, (3) develop and implement
effective supervisory reports to monitor for compliance with Reg SHO; (4)
establish adequate iDfonnation technology implementation and change control
procedures relating to Reg SHO; (5) adequately educate and train certain
personnel with regard to compliance with Reg SHO; and (6) establish an adequate
Reg SHO compliance mOnitoring program.
The Film's failure to comply with Reg SHO's locate requirement extended to
numerous Firm trading systems, desks, accounts and strategies, and also impacted
the Finn's technology, operations. and supervisory systems and procedures.
During the Relevant Period, the Finn's extensive locate violations occurred due
to: (1) the misapplication of exceptions to Reg SHO's locate requirement by
trading desks without adequate consultation and/or approval from any department
, I Thresbold securities are equity securities that have an aggregate fail to deliver positioR for: (I) five consecutive
settlement days at a registered clearing agency [e.g., National Securities Clearing Corporation]; (ii) tolaling 10,000
shares or more; and (iii) equal to at least O.S%!ofthc issuer's total shares outstanding.
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outside the trading desks; (2) the improper inclusion of certain threshold and ·hardto-bonow se<:Urities on the Firm's easy-to-borrow list distributed to proprietary
traders and clients; (3) the Firm permitting certain clients to bypass the locate
requirtment when entering short sales through the Finn~s Direct Execution
Services platfonn without implementing appropriate controls surrounding tbat
process; and (4) the Finn failing to reasonably supervise that locat~ were
obtained and/or documen~ for short sales ente~ tbrougb the Finn's Order
EntIy Systems.

As a result of these failures, the Firm improperly entered millions of proprietary
and c\l8tomer short sale orders at various times during the Relevant Period
without having reasonable grounds to believe that the securities could be
borroWed and available for delivery. A significant number of these short sale
orders were in bard-to-borrow securities. Extrapolating from the quantified
violations indicates that during the Relevant Period, the Finn likely entered tens
of millions of proprietary and customer short sale orders without having
reasonable grounds to believe that the securities could be borrowed and available
for delivery. The duration, scope and volume of the trading created a potential
for harm to the integrity of the market.
.
The Firm also fuiled to maintain the independence of its 21 aggregation units.
Further. the Firm failed to maintain accurate written pJans of organization for its
aggregation units. In addition to inaccuracies in its written plans of organizatio~
in certain instances. the Farm's risk management systems were inaccurate in that
traders and accounts were included in either: (I) the wrong aggregation unit; (2)
multiple aggregation units at the same time; or (3) in no aggregation unit at aU.
The Firm's aggregation unit deficiencieS also may have resulted in order marking
problems, including short sales mismark.ed as long that also potenti~y violated
Reg SlIO's locate requirement.

AdditionaUy, the Finn mismarked minions of sale orders in its trading systems at
variOUlJ times during the Relevant Period. Extrapolating from the quantified
violations indicates that the Firm likely mismaIked tens of millions of sale ciders.
during the Relevant Period. Many of these mismar:k.ed orders were short sales
that were mismarked as "long," resulting in additional significant violations ·of
Reg SIlO's locate requirement.
Moreover. the Firm also had significant reporting and recordkeeping violations
resulting from the foregoing. UBS's misJJWked sale orders flowed through to the
FiIm.'s blue sheet submissions, causing it to make inaccurate submissions of
tradin2 data to FINRA. These same mismarked sale orders caused the Finn to
inaccurately report. such orders to the Automated Confinnation Transaction
servi<:e and the Onier Audit Trail System.. The Finn also failed to create aDd .
maintain accurate books and records regarding its easy-to-borrow lists,
aggregation units and mismarked orders.

Due to the aforementioned failures with respect to the Firm's Reg SHO
supervisorY and compliance program, many of the Firm's violations were not
detected or corrected until after Enforcement's investisation caused UBS to
conduct a substantive review of its systems and monitoring procedures fOf. Reg
SUO compliance. It was not until at least 2009 that the Firm's supervisory
framework over its equities trading business was reasonably designed to achieve
compliance with the requirements of Reg SHO and the other securities laws, rules
and regulations described herein.
\

FACfS AND YIOLATIYE CONDUcr

I.

The Firm's Extensive Locate VIolations Sinee

Ren SOO's Inception

DIll
Reg SHO s Locate Requirement
Rule 203{b)(1) of Reg SHO states that, subject to certain exceptions, a "broker or
dealer may not accept a short sale order in an equity security from another person,
or effect a short sale in an equity security for its own account, unless the broker or
dealer has: (i) Borrowed the security. or entered into a bona-fide ammgement to
borrow the security; or (ii) Reasonable grounds to believe that the security can be
borrowed so that it can be delivered on the date delivery is due; and (iii)
Documented compliance with this paragraph (b)(l). to
Reg SUO requires a broker-dealer to have reasonable grounds to believe the
security can be borrowed so that it can be delivered in time for settlement before
effecting a short sale in tbat security. Identifying a source from which to borrow
such security is generally referred to as obtaining a "locate." Reg SUO requires
that the "locate" must be obtained and documented prior to effecting the short
sale.
Overview ofFirm's Locate Violations

As described below, the Finn effected or accepted millions of proprietary and
customer short sale orders without locates at various times during the Relevant
Period. Extrapolating from the quantified. violations indicates that during the
Relevant Period, the Firm likely entered tens of millions of proprietary and
customer short sale orders without valid locates. Fllrthermore. due to the Finn's
failures in certain otber areas of Reg SHO compliance. the Firm effected an
additional significant but unquantifiable number of short sales without valid
locates during the Relevant Period.

A.

lbe Firm Misapplied Exceptions to Reg SHO's Locate Requirement

Reg SHO allows for certain categories of short sale orders to be treated as
exceptions to the locate requirement. 2 However, the SEC specifically stated that
Reg SHO only provided for certain '"limited" exceptions to the locate
requirement. As described-below, the Firm misapplied exceptions to the locate
requirement during the Relevant Period by improperly treating short sales in
certain types of securities as exceptions to the locate requirement, resulting in
significant violations of Reg SHOo
Enforcement tested short sales entered through more than a dozen of the Firm's
Order Entry Systems ("OESs") during the three-month period June 1, 2006 to
August 31, 2006 (the "Sample Period"). Enforcement's investigation uncovered
approximately 700,000 short sales that were effected without locates during the
Sample Period based upon improper applications of the exceptions to the locate
requirement, as descnoed below. Given that the Finn improperly applied these
exceptions in some cases for several years, extrapolating from the number of
violations quantified dming the Sample Period indicates. that the Firm likely
effected more thaD ten million short sales in improper reliance on an exception to
Reg SHO's locate requirement.
The Firm Improperly Treated Short Soles in Exchange Traded Funds as
Exceptions 10 the Locate Requirement
The Firm incorrectly programmed a trading system so that two proprietary trading
strategies treated
short sale orders in EXchange Traded Funds ("ETFs") as if
they were exceptions to Reg SHO's locate requirement. As a result, one strategy
improperly fitiled to obtain locates for short sales in two ETFs from January 2005
until on or about June 29, 2007. The other strategy improperly failed to obtain
locates for short sales in eleven different ETFs from January 2005 until it ceased
trading in all ETFs in the fall of 2007. The Finn also incorrectly programmed
another trading system to allow short sale orders in ETFs to proceed without a
locate during the period December 20, 200S to November II, 2008.

an

During the Sample Period, the Firm effected approximately 680.000 proprietary
short sale orders in ETFs without locates through these two trading systems.
Given that the Firm improperly treated ETFs as exceptions to Reg SHO's locate
requirement for nearly three years, extrapolating from the number of violations
quantified during the Sample Period indicates that the Finn likely effected more
than 7.4 million short sales in ETFs without valid locates.

2 Short sales for which tho sec provided an exceptiOD to the locato Kquiremeat include broker-dealer to broker·
dealer introduced short sales ttansactiDDS, bona·fide market makiD& activines, and certain short sales that are the
result of i. convertible security, option or wamutt being 1fIDdered for tOnversiOD or exchange but tho underlyinl
6CCIIrity is nOl n:asanabJyexpected to be received in time Cor settlement.
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The Firm Improperly Treated Certain Short Sale Equity Hedge Transactions as
Exceptions 10 the Locate Requirement
During the period beginning January 3, 2005 until approximately April 3, 2008.
the Firm also improperly Ireated certain equity hedge transactions effected by its
market making unit as exceptions to Reg SHO's locate requirement.3
Specifically. the Finn effected principal short sales in equity securities to hedge
its risk in conjunction with positions it accumulated in connection with its market
making activities. The Fiop improperly treated these principal equity hedge short
sales as exceptions to Reg SHO's locate requirement
As a result, the Firm improperly released for execution a significant but
uoquantified number of principal equity hedge short sales without locates over a
period of nearly three and a balf
These additional short sales were not
quantified given the difficulty in identifying the exact nature and scope of the
Firm's equity hedge short sales.

years.

B.

The Firm Improperly Iaduded Threshold and

Hard-t~Borrow

Securities on Its Easy-to-Borrow LIst

Reg SHO allows broker-dealers to satisfY the locate requirement for short sales in
certain securities by creating a daily list of equity securities which it deems "easyto-borrow" ("ETB List"). The inclusion of a security on a firm's ETB List
reflects the firm's detennination, on the trade date for which the ETB List was
created, that it has tbe ability to easily supply shares of the identified securities,
thereby satisfying the reasonable grounds necessary for a brolcer.deaJer to effect
sbort sales in the included securities. Short sales entered in reliance upon a finn's
ETB List are therefore considered to be in securities that are "easy-to-borrow"
and do not require that a separate locate be otherwise obtained and/or
documented.
The SROs release lists of threshold securities at approximately midnight each
day. A security that is included on an SRO threshold list is generally not
considered "easy-to-borrow." Stock loan departments at broker-dealers also
typically make detenninations concerning which securities are "bard-to~borrow"
("HTBj, thereby requiring that a separate locate determination be made and
documented before releasing such orders for execution.
As described below, the Firm created and distributed ETB Lists that improperly
included threshold and lITB securities to UBS's proprietary traden and clients.
resulting in more than 900,000 short sale orders that were released for execution
without valid locates.

Reg SHOo the SEC did not incorpol1lte an exception from the locate and delivery requirements or Reg
SHO for short sales !hat result in bona~fide fully hedged or arbitraged positions, citina the difficulty of ascertaining

3 In adoptiag

the "bona-fide" IIlllure of hedging and arbitrage.
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The Finn ~ Easy-to--Borrow List Creation Process
On a daily basis, the Firm's securities lending department, called Stock. Borrow
Loan ("SBL"), created ETB Lists for use by its proprietary trading desks and
certain of its clients. The inclusion of a security on the Finn's ETB List was
intended to suffice as a locate in that security for that specified trade date only. In
order to create the ETB Lists, each morning at approximately 1:00 am, SBL first
created a master list of securities included in certain indices and removed from
this master list any securities that were on the threshold lists published by various
SROS at or around midnight. SBL was then supposed to back out the securities it
deemed HTB. Only after the threshold and lITB securities were removed from
the master list was the ETB Ust supposed to be deemed fmalized and made

available or distributed to the Finn's proprietary desks and clients.
The Firm Released ETB Lists to Proprietary Desks and Clients that Included HTB
Securities

Although the ETB Lists were only supposed to be released once finalized, the
Firm failed. to prevent proprietary trading desks from baving access to the ETB
Lists before HTB securities had been removed. As a result, the ETB Lists utilized
by these proprietary desks improperly included HTB securities. These proprietary
desks were able to and did release for execution a significant number of short sale
orders in HTB securities without a valid locate in misplaced reliance on the
securities' appearance on the ETB Usts.
The Firm also provided the unfinished ETB Lists which still included HTB
securities to certain clients. These clients were able to and did enter a sip'fieant
number of short sale orders in HTB securities, to be executed at UBS, without a
vaJid locate in misplaced reliance on the secW'ities' appearance on the ETB Lists.
The clients that received the unfinished ETB Lists also had the ability to effect
short sales in HTB securities away from the Firm.

The Firm Released to Proprietary Desb and Clients the Prior Trading Days'
ETBLul$
In or about February 2007, the Finn changed the ETB List creation process, so
that SBL finalized its Em list at approximately 4:30 pm daily for use the
fonowing trading day. However. some systems continued to use the prior day's
ETB List until mid-2008. The proprietary desks and clients that received thiS
stale Em List bad the ability to and did effect at the Finn a significant number of
short sale orders in HTB securities without obtaining a locate.

The Firm Used a Stale Threshold List to Create its ETB List
From February 2007 until mid~2008. the Firm's ETB List creation process
occurred mid-day for trading tbe next day. Thus, the Firm's process excluded

securities added to the SRO threshold lists at approximately midnight each day for
the next day's trading session. Proprietary desks and clients that received this
stale ETB List had the ability,to and may have effected at the Firm short sales in
threshold securities added to the SRO threshold lists that night without obtaining a
locate. Clients that received this stale ETB List also had the ability to etIect short
sales in threshold securities at locations away from the Finn.

' ..

As a result of these deficiencies in the Firm's ETB Lists, during the period
Janumy 2005 to August 2008, the Firm. released more tban 900,000 short sale
orders for execution without locates in violation of Reg 8HO. Many of these
short sale orders were in HTB securities, and some may have been in threshold
securities.
C.

The Firm Permitted Certain CHents to Bypass the Locate
Requirement When Entering Short Sales Through tbe Firm's Direct
Execution Services ("DES") Platform

During the period January 3, 2005 until approximately December 2009, the Firm
programmed more than 270 clients ("DES Clients") with tbe ability to route short
sale orders through the Firm's DES platform for execution without first requiring
that the DES Clients obtain a locate from the Finn or demonstrate that a locate
had been obtained "from another recognized lending SOUC(le.
The Finn's DES platform was normally designed to block short sale orders that
did not contain an entry indicating that a locate had first been obtained. However,
the Firm altered the programming for these 270 DES Clients to bypass this
standard DES platfonn locate check." As a result, the clients configured to bypass
the locate <:heck bad the ability to route short sales direcdy to the market for
execution without locates and the Finn did not have adequate controls around that
process.
As a result of the aforementioned, during the period January 3, 2005 until in some

cases as late as May 2009, 2S DES Clients entered approximately 200,000 short
sale orders through. the Firm's DES platfonn without locates. While the majority
of these accounts were conectly Ie-programmed in May 2006, two additional
accounts were not corrected until May 2009. Furtbennore, IS descn'bed below,
due to the Firm's failure to establish and conduct a meaningful and effective
review of its DES Clients' short sales until mid-2009. the Firm failed to detect the
majority of these violations. Moreover, the Firm was unable to identify the total
number of its DES Clients <:anfigured to bypass Reg SHO's locate requirement
until in or around December 2009.

The Firm acknowledged that cer1a.in of the DES Clients were progJ1UlllIled to bypass the Reg SHO locate
requiremeD:t, but stated it was unable to determine why those programming changes were made for aU of those DES
Clients.
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D.

The Firm Accepted or Effected. Proprietary aud Customer Short Sale
Orden Without Loeates'Tbrough il$ Order Entry Systems

The Firm s Locate and Documentation Systems and Procedures

i

SBL utilized an automated stock lending system referred to as 'IASAP" to provide
and document locates and maintain the Finn's stock availability infonnation.
ASAP also functioned as a method of documenting locate requests the Finn
received :from proprietary traders and clients, and any subseqUent locate requests
SBL approved (including the amount of shares approved and the time of
approval) or rejected. Approved locate requests documented in ASAP
automatically decremented the Firm's remaining availability in the security.
ASAP assigned each approved locate a unique identification code (COASAP IPj
that documented the existence of the locate.
In addition to ASAP, SBL received locate requests via email, telephone and/or

instant messaging/chat channels. Emails~ instant messages/chats and written logs
of telephone conversations with SBL also SClVed as alternate sources of
documerited evidence for locates.

The Firm's Front-End Order Entry Systems Did Not Have the Functionality to
Prevent Short Soles Without Volld Locales and the Firm Failed to Hove on
Effective Post-Trade Locate Review System
During the Relevant Period, the Firm utilized more than a dozen OESs to enter

proprietary and client shon sales. The Firm's OESs contained a dedicated locate
field in the order entry screen into which the user was supposed to enter vali4'
locate information when entering 8 short sale. The majority of these OESs did not
have in place the functionality to automatically "block" or "stop" a s~rt sale
order from being released for execution if the locate field was blank or contained
an 1lJ'lI'e(:()gnized or invalid locate source. Several of the Finn's OESs accepted
free-fonn text in the locate field. As a result, the entry of any text, lncluding a
space or the entry of a meaningless combination of keystro~ which did' not
represent a valid locate or locate source would suffice for the OES to release tbe
short sale order for execution.
Other OESs had a locate field with a drop-down menu containing standardized
entries for identifYing the source of a locate, such as "UBS," "SBL," or "Client"~
However, in the event the user selected either ··UBS" or ''8B4'' thereby
indicating that UBS had provided the locate. the OESs did not verify that the Finn
had in fact provided the locate as represented. Similarly, in the event.1be user
selected "Client," the OES did not have the functionality to validate the clientprovided locate sow'cc. Therefore, the mere selection of one of these pre- .
programmed entries was sufficient for the OES to release the short sale order for
execution.

While a firm's OESs are not required to have an automated "block"" or "stop"
function or to validate a client-provided locate source. in the absence of such
automated functions. a fum must have in place an effective post-trade review of
short sales effected through its OESs to determine whether such short sales had
va1id locates. Despite being aware that its OESs did not have the ability to
automatically prevent short sale orders from being released for execution without
valid locates, the Finn failed to develop effective Post.trade reports or any oiber
review system for all of its customer and proprietary trading to identify short sales
entered into its OESs without valid locates as described below.
With respect to customer short selling. the Finn failed to have effective post-trade
exception reports for all customer short sales until roid-2006. with the exception
of one report that was not put in place until mid-2009. Regarding proprietary
short sales. prior to the Fall of 2008, the Finn failed to have effective post-trade
exception reports for all of its proprietary short sales except for one report that
had been developed for a single system.

Enforcement tested short sales entered through more than a dozen of the Firm's
OESs during the Sample Period. Specifically. Enforcement identified numerous
instances in which the locate field for proprietary and customer short ~e orders
was merely left blank or contained 'invalid locates. The Finn attributed these
violations to the following: (1) traders that failed to properly coDlprehend the
locate requirement; (2) a misunderstanding over whelher short sales in certain
securities such as American Depository Receipts ("ADRs") required locates; and
(3) certain traders that wrongly believed a locate could be used over multiple
trading days until exhausted
Also, in numerous instances, a proprietary trader or client indicated, that a locate
had been obtained from the Finn by entering "UBS" or "sBL" or "ASAP" in the
locate field. The purported locate did not exist in ASAP and its existenCe was not
otherwise found in chats, emails or in any other Firm-approved method. Further,
in multiple instances, proprietary traders and clients requested a locate from the .
,Finn, the locate request was denied, but the short sale in the subject security was
entered without a locate by the requestor. Additionally. in multiple in~,
shon sales were entered and/or executed for a number of shares in excess of the
approved locate amount. Also, on multiple occasions. a short sale order was
released for execution before a locate was approved.
.
In total, Enforcement identified approximately 45,000 short sales without valid
locates dwing the Sample Period alone. Given that most of the OESs reviewed .
by Enforcement functioned in the same manner for more than four and one-half
years (from January 3. 200S unlil August 20(9). extrapolating from the number of
violations lDlCOVered during the Sample Period indicates that the Firm likely
accepted or effeCted approximately 800,000 short sales in violation of Reg SHO's

locate requirement.
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E.

The Firm Incorrectly Programmed Certain Aceoaats and Strategies .

For the three-month Sample Period, Enforcement's investigation also uncovered
more than 10,000 short sales that were improperly effected without locates based
upon the Firm incorrectly programming accounts or strategies. Extrapolating
from the number of violations uncovered during the Sample Period indicates that
the Finn likely effected more than 100,000 short sales without locates.
F.

Summary of Rule 203(b)(1) Violations

Based upon the foregoing. the Fian violated Rule 203(b)(1) of Reg SHO by
effecting tens of millions of short sale orders without locates at the tiJlles
described herein during the Relevant Period. This violative conduct also
constituted a violation of NASD Conduct Rule 21 to during the period January 3,
2005 to December 14. 2008. and FINRA Rule 2010 on or after December IS,
2008, both of which require that a firm, in the conduct of its business, observe
high standards of com.mercial honor and just and equitable principles oftnde.~

U.

The Firm Faned to Maintain JgdepeDdeot Aggregation Units
Aqurate(y Doatment its Aggregation Units ..

ud to

Rule 200(t) of Reg SHO states that:
In order to determine its net position, a broker or dealer shaU aggregate
all of its positions in a security unless it qualifies for independent

trading unit aggregation, in which case each independent trading unit
shan aggregate all of its positiollS in a security to determine its net
position. Independent trading unit aggregation is available only if (I)
the broker-dealer has a written plan of organization that identifies each
aggregation unit, specifies its trading objective(s), and supports its
independent identity; (2) each aggregation unit within the firm
determines. at tbe time of each sale. its net position for every security
that it trades; (3) all traders in an aggregation unit pursue only the
particular trading objedive(s) or strategy(s) of that aggregation unit
and do not coordinate that strategy with any other aggregation Wlit;
and (4) individual traders are assigned 10 only one aggregation unit at
anytime.
Rule 200(1) reqUires a broker--dealer to maintain independent aggregation units
and demonstrate that each aggregation unit is engaged in separate trading
strategies without regard to other units, and maintaio written plans of organization
as a means to demonstrate that each uni~ is independent.

5 See FINRA ~tory Notice OS.57. which describes certain changes to FIt"RA's rules including the change of
NASD Rule 2] 10 to FINRA RtJIc 2010, effective December 15,2008.
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Further, in order to maintain the independence of the ooits, Rule 200(f) requires
that a trader be assigned to only one aggregation unit at a time, and limits the
trader to pursue only the trading strategies or objectives of that particular
aggregation unit Thus, if two or more traders or groups of traders (I.e., desks)
within the same firm coordinate their trading activities, those traders or desks
must be in the same aggregation unit Similarly, a trader assigned to one
aggregation unit may not have access to information regarding the positions
and/or transactions of any. other aggregation uni~ as such access in itself creates
the ability for a trader to coordinate his tIading with that of another aggregation
unit

The Firm Failed to Maintain Independent Aggregation Units
For trading pwposes, the Finn's proprietary traders and accoun~ were assigned to
different trading books within the Finn's risk management systems. The different
trading books in the Firm's risk management systems were supposed to be in
accordance with the Finn's aggregation unit assignments. However, in certain
circumstances, the Finn's risk management sys~ failed to accurately reflect
the correct traders and accounts in the appropriate trading books. As a result, the
Firm's aggregation units, as they functioned through the Firm's risk management
systems in calCUlating net positions, were deficient and inaccurate. In some cases,
net positions resulting from die trading activity of traders and accounts assigned
to a certain aggregation unit may have been improperly included in the calculation of the positions for other aggregation units. In other cases, trading activity for
certain traders and accounts failed to be included in any position calculations for
any agglegati.on units as these ttaders and accounts were not assigned to any
trading group within the Firm's risk management systems. Further. traders
assigned to certain· aggregation units may have had access to other aggregation
units' positions and transactions, and therefore, coulc;l have coordinated strategies.
At. a result of these problems, the Firm :f8i1ed to maintain independent aggregation
units.
The Firm's aggregation unit failures created the probability that sale orders which
should have been marked as "short" were instead mismarked as "loog." thereby
resulting in unquantified violations of Reg SHO's locate requirement These
violations were not quantified given the difficulty in determining the Firm's
proprietary net positions across 21 aggregation units.

The Firm Failed to Maintain A.dequate and Accurate Written Plans of
Organization
In addition, from January200S through at least the end of2010, the Firm failed to
maintain all required written plans of organization for each of its 21 aggregation

units. The few versions oftbe written plans of organization the Firm did maintai~
contained inaccuracies in that certain traders and accoUnts reflected in the Finn's
~ management systems were not on the plan, certain accounts were assigned to

the incorrect aggregation unit on the written plan, and the plans reflected certain
accounts that were not included in the risk management systems.

Summary ofthe Firm's Aggregation Unit Failures
Based upon the foregoing. the Finn violated Rule 200(f) during the period
January 3, 2005 through at least the end of 2010 in that it failed to maintain the
independence of each nf its 2t aggregation units and adequate and accurate
written plans of organization for its aggregation units. This violative conduct also
constituted a violation ofNASD Conduct Rule 2110 dming the period January·3,
·2005 to December 14,2008, and FINRA· Rule 2010 on or after December IS,
2008.

m.

The Fkm '. SignlficaDt Order Marking Violadons

As effected, Rule 200(g) of Reg SHO required that a broker or dealer mark aU
sale orders of any equity security as "longo" "short" or c'short exempt ,. The
accurate marking of sale orders is essential for locate, stock borrow, reporting,
record-keeping and execution PtlJllOscs.

From approximately June 2006 Wltil June 2008, a particular Firm. proprietary
trading strategy was inconectly programmed to mark all sale orders in cemUn
securities, such as ETFs, as O4long." As a result, for the three-month Sample
Period, this strategy mismarked nearly 1.6 million short sale orders as "long."
Because locates were not obtained for any of these mismarked short sales, the
orders also violated Reg SHO's locate requirement. Given that the mismarkings
by this strategy persisted for two years, extrapolating from. the number of
violations Wleovered during the Sample Period indicates that the Finn likely
released more than 12 million short sale orders without required locates.
further, for nearly three months in late 2009, another trading strategy consulted
stale start of day position data when marking orders. As a result, more than
400,000 orders were mismarlced as "long" or "short." Of these orders, more than
275,000 were actual short sales that were mismarked as "long" and the Firm
therefore failed to obtain the required locates. In addition, at least one other
system was incorrectly programmed to mark aU sale orders as "long. t, However,
these mismarkings did not result in locate violations as the orders were either
exceptions to the locate requirement or the locates bad been obtained by another
system. Also. until at least March 2010, the Firm experienced additional issues
that caused certain long sales to be mismarked as "short"
Summary of the Firm's .Order Marking Failures

Based upon the foregoing, the Finn violated Rule 200(g) during the time periods
described above in that it mismarked more than ten mi1lion sale orders, including
short sales mismarked as 'Clong" that also violated Reg SHO's locate requirement.

This violative conduct also constituted a violation of NASD Conduct Rule 2110
dwing the period January 3, 2005 to December 14, 2008, and FINRA Rule 2010
on or after December 1S, 2008.

IV.

De arm's Reporting Viglations

Pwsuant to its reporting obligations, the Firm was required to accurately report
sale orders through its automated submissions of trading data ("blue sbeets'') for
regulatory pwposes. Further, the Finn was required to accurately report sale
orders for public dissemination and regulatory purposes to a number of trade
reporting. quotation display and collection facilities, including the Automated
Confmnation Transaction Service ("ACT,) and the Order Audit Trail System
("OATS"), by indicating, among other things, whether each sale order was
"long," "short" or "short exempt" However, as the result of the Finn's
aforementioned order marking and aggregation unit violations, the Firm
inaccurately reported tens of millions of sale orders in violation of its reporting
requirements.
BlueSheelS
NASD Rules 8211 and 8213 (and later FINRA Rules 8211 and 8213)6 require that
a firm submit transactioo data in an automated format to regulators with certain
designated infonnation, including the indication of whether a· transaction was a
purchase. sale, or short sale. These "blue sheet" submissions are generated by
finns at the request of regulators in connection with investigations of questionable
trading. It is the responsibility of firms to reasonably ensure that the information
submitted to regulators via blue sheets is accurate, and a firm's reliance on a third
party vendor to assist with the preparation of the finn's blue sheets does not alter
the finn's duty to comply.
The Firm mismarked sale orders that flowed through to the Firm's blue sbeet

submissions and caused the Firm to make inaccurate blue sheet submissions of
trading data to FINRA.
Based upon the foregoing, the Firm violated NASD Rules 8211 and 8213 during
the period January 3, 2005 to December 14, 2008, and FINRA Rules 8211 and
8213 for the period on or after December 15.2008. in that it failed to accurately
report sale orders in its blue sheets. This violative conduct also constituted a
violation of NASD Conduct Rule 2110 dUl'iAg the period January 3, 2005 to
December 14,2008, and FINRA Rule 2010 on or after December IS, 2008.

'See FINRA Regulatory Notice 08-57. which describes certain changes to FlNRA's rutes, effective December IS,
2008, including the change ofNASD Rules 8211 and 8213 to FINRA Rules 82] 1 aDd 8213, respectively.
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1radit Reporting Rules Generally
The NASD 4000. 5000. 6000 and 7000 Rule Series (and later FINRA 6000 and
7000 Rule Series)' require that finns report certain over-the--counter ("OTC") .
transactions in equity securities to transaction reporting. quotation display and
collection facilities for public dissemination and regulatory purposes.
Transactions must be reported to a FJNRA facility such as a Trade Reporting
Facility ("TRF'"). the Alternative Display Facility ("ADF,), or the OTC Reporting
Facility ("ORF,). 8 Firms are required to accurately report these transactions by
indicating. among other things. whether a transaction was a "buy," "seU" or "sell
short.··
ACT Reporting
NASD Rule 6130 (and later FINRA Rules 7230A and 7330)9 requires that finns.·
report transactions to ACI' for a number of regulatory purposes, including but not
limited to indicating whether a transaction was a "buy," "sell" or "sen short."
The Finn mismarked sa1e orders that flowed through to the Firm's ACf reports
and caused the inaccurate reporting of such sale orders.
Based upon the foregoing, the Finn violated NASD Rule 6130 during the period
January 3.2005 to "December 14,2008, and FINRA Rules 7230A and 7330 during
the period on or after December 15, 2008, in that it failed to accurately report sale
orders to ACT. This violative conduct also constitUted a violation of NASD .
Conduct Rule 2110 dwing the period January 3.2005 to December 14,2008. and
FINRA Rule 2010 on or after December IS. 2008.

OATS Reporting
During the Relevant Period, the Firm was a "Reporting Member" within the
definition set forth in NASD Rule 6951(n) (and later FINRA Rule 7410(n».
Pursuant to NASD Rule 6955(a) (and later FINRA Rule 7450(a», the Firm was.
required to transmit to OATS the order information specified in NASD Rute 6954
,:?"See FINRA Regulatory Notice 08.57. which describes certain changes to FlNRA's n.Jlos, effective Decomber 15,
2008, including the transfer of the NASD Marketplace Rules (the NASD Rule 4000 through 7000 Series) to the
consolidated FlNRA ruJebook IS the FINRA Rule 60Q0 through 7000 Series.. See also flNRA Trade Reporting
Frequently Asked QuestioDS (FAQ). available at: bllp;jliyww.finra.orgllndustry/RegulationlGuidancelp03B942.

The TRFs are facilities through which 6nm report traDsactions in NMS stocks. as defined in SEC Rule 600(b)(47)
of Regulation NMS, effected otherwise lhan on an exchange. FINRA has established tb~ following TRPs (eKb in
conjunction with the pertinent Exchange): the FINRAINASDAQ TRF and the fINRAJNYSE TRF. The ADF is
I

both a trade reporting and quotation display and coUeclion f'acilil), for pw-poses of treDsaCtions in NMS stocks
effected otherwise than on an exchange. The ORF is the faei6t.y through wbich members report OTe tnmactions in
OTe Equity Securities and Restricted Equity Securities. as those terms are defined in flNRA Rule 6420.
• See FINRA-RegulatOlY Notice 08-57. which describes certain changes to F1NRA's rules, including the change of

NASD Rule 6130 II) FINRA Rules 7230A and 73.30, effective December IS. 2008.

IS

(and later FINRA Rule 7440). including. among other things, the designation of
an order as a "short sale order...1 0 '
•
The Finn mismarked sale orders that flowed through to the Firmts OATS reports
and caused the inaccurate transmittal of such sale orders.
Based upon the foregoing, the Firm violated NASD Rules 6954 and 6955{a)
during the period January 3. 2005 to December 14,2008, and FINRA Rules 7440
and 745O(a) during the period on or after December IS, 2008, in that it failed to
accurately transmit sale orders to OATS. This violative conduct also constituted a
violation of NASD Conduct Rule 2ttO during the period January 3, 2005 to
December 14.2008, and FINRA Rule 2010 on or after December IS, 2008.
V.

The Firm Failed to Create and Maintain Certain ASCUmte Books and
Reeords

Under Section 17(a) of the Exchange Act and Rule 17a-3 thereunder, firms 'are
required to make and keep current and accurate books and records relating to its
business. including. but not limited to. daily records ofall sales of.securities, and
a memorandum of each purchase and sale for every customer. and 'account of the
firm. NASD Rule 3110(8) requires that firms make and preserve books, accounlS,
~rds. memoranda and correspondence in conformity with applicable laws.
. rules, regulations and statements of policy promulgated thereunder, and with the
Rules of the NASD. and as prescribed by Exchange Act Rule l1a-3.
As previously described, the Finn failed to create and maintain accurate versions
of its ETB Lists from January 200S until August 2008. Further, the Firm fail~ to
maintain accurate versions of its written plans of organization for its aggregation
units from January 2005 until at least December 20)0. Moreover, 'the Finn failed
to maintain accurately marked sale orders from January 200S until at least March
2010.
Based upon the foregoing, the Finn violated Section 11(8) of Exchange Act iod
Rule 17a-J tbenrunder and NASD Rule 3110(8) during the period January 3, 2005
to approximately De<:ember 2010 in that it failed to maintain accurate books and
records. This violative conduct also constituted a violation of NASD Conduct
Rule 2110 during the period January 3,2005 to December 14, 2008. and FINRA
Rule 2010 on or after December 1S. 2008.

"

10 See FlNRA ~ Notice 08-57, which describes certain changes to FINRA's rules, effective December IS,
2008. including the change ofNASD Rules 69S1(n). 6954 and 69SS{a) to FINRA Rules 7410(n). 7440 and 74SO(a).
respectively.
.
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VI.

Systemic Supervisory Violations: The Firm's Reg.SHO Superyi§ory
and Compllance Monitpl Progptm was Deftdent

NASD Rule 3010 requires that finns establish and maintain a supervisory system,
including written supervisory procedures related to their business, that is
reasonably designed to achieve compliance with the applicable securities laws,
regulations and SRO rules.
As described below, it was not until at least 2009 that the Finn's supervisory
framework. over its equitieS trading business was reasonably designed to achieve
compliance with the requirements of Reg SHO and other securities laws. rules
and regulations descnbed herein. The Finn failed to adequately supervise locates
and order marldng for short sale orders by its equities trading business. In
particular, while the Finn designated its equities trading desks' heads ("Desk
Heads") with the primary responsibility for Reg SHO supervision, it. failed to
provide for reasonable oversight to monitor whether and how the Reg SHO
supervisory responsibilities were actually carried out. Among other problems, the
Firm had substantial deficiencies in its Reg SHO-related: (1) supervisory structure
in light of its complex: equities trading activities; (2) written supervisory
procedures; (3) supervisory reports; (4) supervision over the operation of its
OESs; (5) information tecbnology change control protocols; and (6) training for
certain employees. Further, the Finn's Reg SHO compliance monitoring program
was inadequate.
By designating the Desk Heads as the primary supervisors for compliance with

Reg SHO, without providing adequate tools for their supervision or meaningful
oversight, the Firm's aforementioned failures persisted for extended periods of
time. As a result, the Firm failed to detect or prevent the substantial and
persistent locate, aggregation unit, order marking. reporting. and books and
records violations described in this Awe.
A.

The Firm Failed to Establish aDd Maintam a ReasoaabJe Supervisory
System for Reg SHO Compliance

The Firm Failed to Reasonably Supervise for Compliance wilh Reg SHO
The Firm designated its Desk Heads with primary Reg SHO supervisory
responsibility, including reviewing the activities of the traders on their respective

ck&cs. The Desk Heads were supported in their Reg SHO supervisory
responsibilities by a Regulatory Control Group ("RCGj. With respect to Reg
SHO compliance, RCG was rcspoosible (or: (1) creating written supervisory
procedures with input from the Compliance Department; (2) working with UBS's
Information Technology ('~IT") group on various regulatory compliance systems
and on developing supervisory reports for the review of trading activity; and (3)
conducting reviews of trading activity.

However. not aU these responsibilities were fully carried out on every trading
deslc.. On some trading desb, adequate written supervisory procedures were not
Cleated, IT changes were made which negatively affected regulatory compliance,
and/or Supervisory reports were not developed and/or reviewed.

The Desk Heads and ReO were required to utilize a centralized on..1ine
supervisory tool created by the Finn to document ,that their Reg SHO-related
supervisory reviews for each trading desk had occUrred However, this on-line
tool did not always provide for a specific report or review for certain trading
desks. Further, in some instances. Desk Heads or ReG indicated in the on-line
supervisory tool that the supervisory reviews for certain trading desks had taken
place when in fact no specific Reg SHO·related reviews had been perfonned.
The Firm Failed to Perform Adequate Oversight of its Trading Desks for Reg
SHO Supervision
The Firm failed to develop an adequate system of oversight to monitor' the
performance of the Reg SHO-related responsibilities assigned to the Desk Heads
and ReG. 1n addition. the Firm failed to es1ablish adequate policies and
procedures for the escalation of any polential Reg SHO-related issues or "red
flags" to appropriate persons outside of the trading desks.

The Firm's assignment of primary Reg SHO supervisory responsibility to the
Desk Heads, ~ its failure to implement adequate oversight of the trading desks
to detennine whether each Desk Head was actually carrying out its Reg SHO~
related responsibilities, contributed to the Finn's failure to recognize the
numerous issues that resulted in the significant violations described above.

B.

Tbe Firm F.Hed to Reasonably Supervise and Establlsb, Malotain
and EnCORe Written Supervisory Procedures Reasonably Designed to '
Acbleve Compliance with Reg SHO

The Firm's written supervisory procedures ("WSPsj relating to ,Reg SHO were
defective in several ways. Among other things; (I) the WSPs failed to clearly
describe the reviews to be performed with respect to Reg SHO; (2) the WSPs did
not adequately explain bow supervisors should perfonn Reg SHO reviews; (3)
some WSPs failed to include protocols for escalating issues noted by supervisors
in the course of their responsibilities; and (4) the WSPs did not consistently
include infonnation on how supervisors were to document their Reg SHO
reviews. As an example of these deficiencies. a number of WSPs simply made
reference to the '"affirmative determination" requirement of Reg SHO without
providing further detail about any such review that should be performed to
monitor for compliance with Reg SHO's locate requirement.

The Firm Failed
Requirement
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Prevent the Misapplication of Exceptions to the Locate
.

Until at least the end of 2008, the Finn failed to reasonably supervise and have
adequate policies and procedures to supervise the application of exceptions to the
locate requirement As earlier described, certain of the Finn's trading desks
misapplied exceptions to the locate .requirement, without consu1tation with or
approval from any supervisory department outside of the trading desks.
Specifically. from January 3, 2005 through at least the end of 2008. the Finn did
not have a formal mechanism in place, including maintaining records or
documentation, to dctennine which trading desks or accounts were actually using
exceptions to the locate requirement and whether those exceptions were being
properly utilized.

The Firm Failed to Properly Construct and Distribute ETB Lists
Until approximately August 2008, the Finn failed to reasonably supervise the
compilation and distribution of its ETB Lists. As earlier described, the Finn
improperly included certain threshold securities and HTB securities on ETB Lists'
disseminated to the Finn's proprietary traders and clients. As a result, the Finn
and it$ clients effected a significant number of short sales in HTB securities and
may have effected short sales in threshold securities without valid locates.
The Firm Foiled to Prwent Short Soles from Bei"g Entered Without Locates
through its OESs and Failed to Perform A.dequate Post-lI'ade Reviews

Until approximately 2009, the Firm fuiled to reasonably supervise its compliance )
with Reg SHO's locate requirement. As earlier described, the Finn utilized more
than a dozen OESs to enter client and proprietary short sales. Certain of these
OESs allowed short sale orders without valid locates to be released for execution.
However, the Finn failed to develop an adequate system for the post-trade review
of short sales to identify all short sales entered into its OESs without valid locates.
As a result, for years the Firm. failed to detect that short sales were effected
through its OESs without locates.
The Firm Failed to Maintain Independent A.ggregation Units and Ade<iuole
Writte)l Pions o/Organizallon

I>urin.a the Relevant Period. the Firm failed to reasonably supervise and have .
adequate poliCies and procedures to maintain independent aggregation units and
adequate written plans of organization for its 21 aggregation units. As earlier
described, some of the Finn's aggregation units were not independent in that in
certain circumstances, the Firm's risk management systems failed to accurately
reflect the correct ll"ader:s and accounls in die appropriate trading books. Further,
the Finn's written plans of organization were inaccurate in that certain traders and
accounts reflected in the Finn's risk management systems were not on the plans.

certain accounts were assigned to the incorrect aggregation unit on the written
plans, and the plans reflected certain accounts that were not included in the risk
management systems. The Firm failed to detect the deficiencies in its aggregation
units and written 'plans of organization, and was, in some instances. unable to
accurately detennine its proprietary net positions and accurately mark its sale
orders.

The Finn Failed to Properly Mark Sale Orders
During the Relevant Period~ the Firm failed to reasonably supervise and have
adequate policies and procedw-es to properly mark sale orders. AB earlier
described, the Firm mismarked a significant number of sale orders, including
short sales mismarked as "long" that also violated Reg SHO's locate requirement.

The Firm Failed to Maintain Accurate Books and Records and Submined
Inaccurate Trade Data on its Blue Sheets, .ACT and OATS Reports
During the Relevant Period, the Firm failed to reasonably supervise to maintain
accurate books and records and submit accurate trade data on its blue sheet~ ACT
and OATS reports. As earlier described, the Finn failed to maintain certain
accurate books and records and submitted a significant amount of inaccwate trade
data on its blue sheets, ACT and OATS reports.

c.

Tile Firm Failed to Supervise Its Systems and Lacked Adequate IT

Change Protocols Affecting Reg SHO CompUance
During the Relevant Period, the Finn failed to reasonably supervise and haVe
adequate policies and procedures in place to monitor or approve IT -related
additions or changes to its systems. The Finn had no formal process in place for
trading desks to obtain approval before initiating new trading strategies or making
modifications fa existing systems. As such, trading desks implemented and made
unapproved changes to the Finn's systemS without an adequate assessment of the
potential regulatory impact of such changes, including changes that impacted the
Finn's compliance with the locate and order marking requimnents of Reg SHOo
Further, because the Firm's IT implementation and change control processes were
decentralized across its trading desks, and the -Firm failed to keep pace with abe
growth, complexity and number of electronic trading systems used by UBS to
trade equities, the rInD failed to develop established and consistent protocols for
all trading desks to follow when making IT changes to the Firm's existing
systems.
As a result, the Firm was unaware of certain changes made to its systems by its
trading desks, including the implementation and use of a trading strategy or the
coding of certain accounts and strategies, and the Finn failed to detect the
violations caused by such changes to its systems. Further, certain DES Clients
were programmed to bypass Reg SHO's locate requirement in the Firm's OESs.
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However, the Finn failed to have a·supervisory process in place to monitor those
DES Clients' trading for compliance with the locate requirement.
D.

Tbe Firm Failed to Adequately Educate and Train Its Penonnel Witb
Regard to CompUance wltb Reg SUO

In response to Enforcement's inquiry regarding the causes of specific violations,
the Firm stated that certain employees misunderstood Reg SHO's requirements,
including mistaken beliefs 1hat: (i) short sales of certain types of securities, .
including ADRs and ETFs, did not require locates; (ii) locates could be used over
multiple days; and (iii) short sales were exceptions to· the locate requirement
based on the utick test" pilot program and subsequent rule change. The Firm
failed to adequately educate these personnel with regard to the requirements of
RegSHO.

E.

The Firm's Reg
Inadequate

sao

Comptiallee Monitoring Program was

In Jight of the highly decentralized way in which the Firm assigned sup~ry
responsibility for Reg SHO compliance to the Desk Heads, UBS fajJed to
establish an adequate system to monitor and test whether such supervisory .
responsibilities were being adequately carried out by the trading desks until at
least December 2009. The Finn also failed to review its order entry, order
marking and locate protocols to contino that they were functioning in compliance
with Reg SHOo Specifically, until November 2006, the Finn lacked monib?Jing
reports that focused on locates and order marking and did not otherwise
reasonably surveil for these Reg SHO requirements.
.

Further, the Firm did Dot perfonn adequate oversight of its equities trading desks
to determine whether adequate policies, procedures aDd systems for Reg SHO

compliance had been established and/or reviews were occurring on such desks.
F.

Summary of Supervisory VlolatioDI

Based upon the foregoing, the Firm violated NASD Rule 30]0 in that it failed to
establish and maintain a supervisory system, including written supervisory
procedures, that was reasonably designed to achieve compliance with the
applicable securities laws, regulations and SRO rules. This violative conduct also
constituted a violation of NASD Conduct Rule 2110 during the period January 3.
2005 to December 14, 2008, and FINRA Rule 2010 on or after December 15,
2008.

OTHERFACI'ORS

The Finn's, Corrective Actions during the Course of FINRA Enforcement's
InVestigation .

FllVRA notes' that as the system-related locate and orner marking problems.
dclcribed above were identified during the course of FINRA Enforcement's
inVestigation, the Firm implemented changes to its SystelllS and procedures that
Wete designed to prevent a recurrence of these violations.
Thte Firm s Substantial Aasistance to FINRA Ewforcement s Investigalion
FINRA acknowledges that in 2010, the Finn undertook an internal review of its
policies, procedures and systems relating to Reg SHOo . The Firm
reported the findings of its internal investigation to FINRA. The sancti9ns below
~tlect the credit that UBS has been given for conducting an investigation of these '
lSSl.les and providing the results to FINRA.
~sory

B.

The Respondent also consents to the imposition of the following sanctions:
Censure; and
Fine in tbe amount of $12,000,000.
Th~ Respondent agrees to pay the monetary sanction(s) upon notice that this
AWe has been accepted and that such payment{s) are due and payable. The
RelJpondent has submitted an Election of Payment fonn showing the method by
which it Pl()poscs to pay the fine imposed.

The Respondent specifically and voluntarily waives any right to claim that it is
un'ble to pay. now or at any time hereafter, the monetary sanction(s) imposed in
tid!; matter.
.
Th~ sanctions imposed herein shall be effective on a date set by FINRA staff.

II.

W AJVER OF PROCEDURAL RIGHTS

The Respondent Specifically and voluntarily waives the following rights granted UDder FlNRA's
Code of Procedurt:

A.

To have a Complaint issued specifying the allegations against the Res~ndent;
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B.

To be notified of the Complaint and have the opportunity to ,answer the
allegations in writing;

c.

To defend against the allegations in a disciplinary hearing before a hearing panel,
to have a wri~ record of the bearing made and to have a written decision issued;
and

D.

To appeal any such decision to the National Adjudicatory Council ("NAC') and
then to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and a U.S. Court of
Appeals.

Further, the Respondent' specifically and voluntarily waives any right to claim bias or
prejudgment of the General Counsel, the NAC, or any member of the NAC, in connection with
such person's or body~s participation in discussions regarding the terms and conditions of this
Awe, or other consideration of this AWC, including acceptance or rejection of this AWC.
The Respondent further specifical.ly and voluntarily waives any right to claim that a person
violated the ex parte prohibitions ofFlNRA Rule 9143 or the separation of functions prohibitions
of FINRA Rule 9144, in connection with sud1 person's or body's participation in discussions
regarding the tenns and conditions of this AWC, or other consideration of this AWe, including
its acceptance or rejection.

m.
OTHER MATI'ERS

The Respondent understands that:
A.

Submission of this Awe is voluntary and will not IeSOlve this matter unless and
until it has been reviewed and accepted by the NAC, a Review Subcommittee of '
the NAC, or the Office of Disciplinary Affairs ("ODA''), pursuant to FINRA Rule
9216;

B.

If this Awe is DOt accepted, its submission will not be used as evidence to prove
any of the allegations against the Respondent; and

C.

If accepted:

1.

This AWC will become part of the Respondent's permanent disciplinary
record and may be considered in any future actions brought by FINRA or
any other regulator against the Respondent;
23

D.

2.

This Awe will be made available through FINRAts public disclosure
program in response to public inquiries about Respondent's disciplinary
record;

3.

FINRA may make a public announcement concerning this agreement and
the subject matter thereof in accordance with FINRA Rule 8313; and

4.

The Respondent may not take any action or make or pmnit to be made
any public statement, including in regulatory filings or otherwise, denying,
directly or indirectly. any finding in this AWC or create the impression
that the A WC is without factual basis. The Respondent may not take any
position in ~y proceeding brought by or on behalf of FINRA, or to which
FINRA is a party. that is inconsistent with any part of this AWe. Nothing
in this provision affects the Respondent's right to take legal or f~
positKJns in litigation or other legal proceedings in which FINRA is not a
party.

The Respondent may attach a Corrective Action Statement to this AWC that is a
statement of demonstrable corrective steps taken to prevent future misconduct.
The Respondent understands that it may not deny the charges or make any
statement that is inconsistent with the AWC in this Statement This Statement
does Dot constitute factua1 or Jegal findings by FJNRA. nor does it reflect the
views of FINRA or its staff.

The undersigned, on behalf of the Firm, certifies that a person duly authorized to act on its behalf
bas read and understands all of the provisions this AWC and bas been given a full oppommity
to ask questions about it; that Respondent has agreed to its provisions voluntarily; and that no
offer, threat, inducement, or promise of any kind, other than the terms set forth herein and the
prospect of avoiding the issuance of a Comp1aint, has been made to induce the Finn to submit it.
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;Lewis & Bockius LLP
101 - Avenue
New~" _- rk, NY 10178-0060
Tel: (212) 309-6109
Fax: (212) 309~1
biodek@morganlewis.cOM
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Accepted by FINRA:

Signed on behalf of the
Director of ODA~ by delegated authority
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Richard R. Best

Chief Counsel
FINRA Department of Enforcement
14 Wall Street, 14th Floor
New York, New York.1000S
Tel: (646) 315-7308
Fax:(202)68~3424

ricbard.best@finra.org

